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To my Mother and Father 
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(Hands slap on knees) This is amazing! We actually talked about this! 

-United Methodist congregant, January 25, 2015

The arts matter because they give us a mutual space where we can talk to one another about the 

most important things to us. It can turn strangers into old friends with lots in common. 

-Maryrose Flanigan
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PART ONE 

INTRODUCTION - REVIVIFYING OUR FRAYED REPUBLIC 

We are in the midst of a civic unravelling. One of the costs of civic disengagement is 

uncivil public and political discourse. Public officials demonize citizens. Politicians demonize 

each other. Everyday citizens attack and devalue each other. Disturbingly, Pier Massiomo Forni, 

the founder of the Johns Hopkins Civility Project, contended that there is a link between uncivil 

discourse and violence: “Disrespect can lead to bloodshed. By keeping the levels of incivility 

down we keep the levels of violence down.”1 Our political parties exhibit polarizing discourse to 

such an extent that progress on important issues has deteriorated. Politicians and citizens alike 

force polarizing labels on others instead of identifying them as whole people with individual 

ideas, perspectives and wisdom. 

How did we reach this point of disintegration? One proposed source of civic decline and 

political polarization is loneliness. As early as 2000, political scientist Robert Putnam wrote 

about loneliness and the decline of community in America in his book: Bowling Alone: The 

Collapse and Revival of American Community.2 Social disintegration continues: Putnam’s 

argument is reinforced by senator Ben Sasse in his 2018 book Them: Why We Hate Each Other – 

and How to Heal.3 There is a need to revisit how we relate and communicate with each other 

within our communities and within our democratic public sphere.  

The heart of this project which I have undertaken begins with recognizing that democracy 

will always include disagreements and conflicts: citizens need tools at the ready to handle such 

differences, tools that maintain civil life.  In his landmark book In Defense of Politics, political 

theorist Bernard Crick says: 
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For politics is a process of discussion, and discussion demands, in the original Greek 

sense, dialectic. For discussion to be genuine and fruitful when something is maintained, 

the opposite or some contrary case must be considered or – better – maintained by 

someone who believes it. The hall-mark of free government everywhere, it is an old but 

clear enough test, is whether public criticism is allowed in a manner conceivably 

effective – in other words, whether the opposition is tolerated.4 

A main argument put forth by Crick his book In Defense of Politics is that politics are necessary 

to prevent the utilization of violence as a tool to maintain statehood. That is, he states that 

“political power is the restraint of power.”5 In other words, power wielded politically allows for 

the disagreements, the tensions between diverse groups, to be worked through via political 

activity not through violent acts or totalitarianism. In this period of uncivil discourse and 

contentious politics tinged with violent activities, such as pipe bombs sent to public figures and 

hate speech, new tools need to be developed, modeled, taught and utilized in order to help us 

revitalize an understanding of ourselves as citizens who can contribute to the betterment of our 

communities not simply as adversaries. 

We citizens may feel disempowered to take action. Nonetheless, we are called to reclaim 

our power. A November 30, 2018 New York Times podcast on black male American writers 

speaks to agency and includes part of a speech by womanist and civil rights activist Audre 

Lorde:  

As we identify who we are we begin the journey to use that power, it is what 

empowerment is all about. Power that is not used is dangerous. If I do not use my power, 

however relative it is, someone else is using it. The power you do not use, is being used 

against us.6 

All of these speak to the need for civil discourse and new techniques to resolve differences: we 

citizens will disagree – we need mechanisms to help us civilly work through disagreements on 
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sensitive and controversial issues. We as citizens and our community organizations can set us 

back on course.  

Organizations such as churches can be seen as microcosms of the greater society. A 

church may have an issue that splits members into subgroups of opinions. If unchecked, these 

subgroups may stridently move to the corners of the boxing ring and erode, or even dismantle the 

organization. When facing an issue, congregants themselves may not feel empowered, and, they 

may not realize their own agency or have the skill set to address the issue or dilemma. Churches 

and similar organizations can either exacerbate the issue of civic decline or contribute to its 

improvement.  

Nevertheless, a movement for civic repair and revitalization may be able to shape how 

churches and other groups react to controversial issues, in the process reinvigorating both 

churches and their members. Church leaders, be they laity or clergy, can set the tone and lead 

initiatives that heal divisions. A religious denomination can be cognizant of differing opinions 

within their membership and employ creative and reconciling strategies to help its laity and 

clergy envision these differences as a way to learn and gather together instead of as a way to 

feed separation and polarization. An organization can also provide opportunities for its members 

to learn skills that they can then apply to other facets of their lives, tools to better their 

communities. A church can be a model for other entities and greater society on how to grapple 

with the challenges of our times be they issues of changing norms related to human sexuality, 

immigration or climate change. A church holds potential to be a site for building group capacity 

– for itself and its members.

Where can we find possible solutions? Civic studies, a new transdisciplinary field, holds 

that citizens are co-creators of their communities; civic studies also seeks to provide resources, 
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tools, information and an intellectual framework to enhance human agency. One method in the 

toolset of enhancing agency and overcoming dynamics which undermine it, such as polarization 

around issues, is deliberation. Deliberation is a tool “to ‘slow and cool down’ thinking on 

controversial issues.”7 Deliberation asks individuals to enter into a discussion as themselves with 

their own experiences, not to argue the useful knowledge of experts, but rather to weigh facts and 

their consequences from their normative vantage and to untangle why others might hold differing 

values and perspectives from themselves. In addition, deliberation asks how people who each 

hold different viewpoints might find common ground. Once they find some commonality, can 

they develop approaches for action which they agree upon to effectively move the controversial 

issue forward? These principles and activities form the basis of a deliberation forum. 

One American non-partisan organization that promotes deliberation is the National Issues 

Forum (NIF).8 The NIF develops issue guides, promotes forums and provides moderator 

resources. This non-profit organization networks with other non-profit groups on the creation of 

public policy issue guides on a broad range of topics including health care, higher education, 

bullying and violence. The NIF also supports and sponsors deliberation forums. An important 

component of an issue guide is that it is not a tool for debate, rather it is a tool for deliberation: 

an invitation for collaboration rather than a two-sided competition. An issue guide consists of at 

least three perspectives or options on any given topic. The guide will typically provide not only 

facts, but the perspectives to be considered during a forum including an option’s strengths, 

tensions, implications and actions. These options form the basic architecture for a participant’s 

deliberation forum. 

Building on a previous project I led for the United Methodist Church on homosexuality 

and marriage, I drew on the NIF model and created an issue guide for this new project, the first 
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in a “Let’s Talk” series, called The Earth’s Limited Resources: How Should United Methodists 

React? My intention was to assist Minnesota United Methodist churches and their members with 

their responses to the controversial issue of climate change by helping congregants explore the 

tensions between economic development, climate change and creation care. The guide and its 

associated forum also served as an experiment to explore the possible effects of adding visual art 

to a new deliberation. Principally I explore the question: How can art be a resource for 

deliberation, helping participants express the complexities of a topic? How can it help break 

down barriers among people who hold different viewpoints? A primary objective is to determine 

if artwork-mediated deliberation helps participants productively grapple with emotions and their 

personal values. A secondary objective is to assess if visual art supports a change in participants’ 

understanding of their own agency – how do participants view their own capacity to be agents of 

change? I argue that artwork-mediated deliberation offers participants entrance into a 

narrative-like discussion of emotions and values and helps them develop an awareness of their 

own agency. Personal narratives emanating from self-selected artwork may create an accessible 

context for deliberation participants, serve as ways of knowing and be a catalyst for participants 

to more readily voice their viewpoints and emotions in constructive fashions. This mechanism 

can help participants articulate their ideas and advance them to the broader community, and, by 

doing so, add nuanced, diverse, original and hopeful voices to the public sphere. 

The field of civic studies provided the issue guide’s framework. The deliberation forums 

I facilitated used art to explore whether participants would bring forth and express their values 

and emotions related to the topic in constructive ways, placing them within the context of their 

own lives. Forum participants used selected artwork to provide context, to explain their 

viewpoints and to raise questions related to their own unique narrative vantage. I used narrative 
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analysis to better understand the affect and role that art played during forums. Given the nature 

of the topic and forum participants, the issue guide also brings into play creation care theology, a 

strand of theological thought which emphasizes how the church and its members might best 

respond to climate change theology. Theological emphasis on care of the earth has become a 

prominent theme in Minnesota United Methodists.   

What follows begins with context and background, supporting research, and theory 

related to this project. Next, I explain my research project including how I developed the issue 

guide, the new deliberation forum approach and what happened during forums with the 

application of the new facilitation approach. I will further my argument with a qualitative 

analysis of the forum results in relationship to my questions. Given the year long time frame 

required to carry out this project and its numerous steps, I employ a project management 

approach to analyze the project’s activities. These reflections, found in Appendix C, will take the 

form of lessons gained from the experience of constructing and carrying out this project and also 

changes along the way. My reason for conducting this level of analysis is to set the stage for 

future work and projects with the Minnesota Annual Conference of the United Methodist 

Church, the organization with whom I conducted this applied research project.  

 This approach could be an important strategy to prevent organizational disengagement, 

disfranchisement, polarization and division, while encouraging the church to take leadership in 

the larger project of civic repair. If this approach is successful when utilized by a religious 

organization, the Minnesota United Methodist Church may then serve as a role model for other 

types of organizations and organizers. I believe we can help people within an organization and 

beyond develop their personal agency, learn new skills and habits of working with others across 
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sharp disagreements, and help stimulate and invigorate the life of their organization and their 

communities. 

Interdisciplinarity 

The field of civic studies forms the core of my work – I am concerned with how people, 

namely Minnesota United Methodists, can move from apprehension, and possibly frustration, to 

identifying core tensions that have been creating bottlenecks for effective civic action on issues 

of interest. One approach in civic studies that helps individuals think through tensions and 

differences is deliberation, and my project employs art in a new facilitation method in order to 

help participants explain their viewpoints and raise topical questions from the starting point of 

their own stories. I use narratology to shed light on how participants framed their responses 

during the artwork mediated deliberation sessions. Given the nature of the topic and that 

participants were United Methodists, my project also incorporates theology. That is, how the 

church and its members respond to climate change connects to historical and current theology. 

All disciplines, civic studies, art, narratology and theology entwine to deepen understanding on 

the issue of care of the earth. The interaction of these disciplines with civic studies can bolster 

and invigorate the field of civic studies. 
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CHAPTER 1 - FUNDAMENTALS 

 

Civic Studies 

The field of civic studies is transdisciplinary. Its theoretical roots span economics, ethics, 

political theory, theology and also consequential action in the world beyond academia. Peter 

Levine, one of the founders of the field of Civic Studies, explains the field as having its roots in 

three different theoretical schools or traditions.9 The integration of these traditions illuminates 

the interconnectivity between theory and practice that is the heart of the field. The first draws 

considerably from the work of Nobel Laureate Economist Elinor Ostrom and her Bloomington 

University colleagues as well as broader strands of democratic governance theory and practice. 

Ostrom’s research analyzed how the people who use common-pool resources, such as the 

irrigation system in Valencia Spain’s orchards, directly manage common-pool resources - 

without authoritarian government centered regulation or privatization.10 The second theoretical 

stream on civic studies comes from the work of philosopher and sociologist Jürgen Habermas on 

Deliberative Democracy, while also drawing on a wide array of other deliberative theorists and 

practitioners, such as the Kettering Foundation network of researchers. The third influence on 

civic studies has important roots in the philosophies of Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King 

Jr. and their understanding of nonviolent power (“satyagraha,” “soul force,” or “truth force”) that 

has been enriched by the public work theoretical developments of the Center of Democracy and 

Citizenship and its partners and colleagues.11 12 The words of Martin Luther King, Jr. from 1958 

still speak to the urgency of our call: 

A solution of the present crisis will not take place unless men and women work for it. 

Human progress is neither automatic nor inevitable. Even a superficial look at history 

reveals that no social advance rolls in on the wheels of inevitability. Every step toward 
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the goal of justice requires sacrifice, suffering, and struggle; the tireless exertions and 

passionate concern of dedicated individuals. Without persistent effort, time itself 

becomes an ally of the insurgent and primitive forces of irrational emotionalism and 

social destruction. This is no time for apathy or complacency. This is a time for vigorous 

and positive action.13 

 

As quoted in a paper by Harry Boyte, Senior Scholar in Public Work Philosophy, Sabo Center 

for Democracy and Citizenship, Augsburg University, at the heart of the public work philosophy 

is the idea that citizens’ work is “world building,” a concept of philosopher Hannah Arendt’s 

suggesting citizens as co-creators of their communities and democracy. 14 Public work can be 

seen as groups of people, be they school children, college students and/or a cross-section of 

neighbors, city workers and politicians joining together to collaborate on an issue or project of 

shared concern. School children may identify a need for a playground. This real-life example of 

public work from Saint Bernard’s elementary school in St. Paul, Minnesota, consisted of the 

school children learning the skills and also then using these skills to gain neighborhood, city and 

political support - they successfully saw the project through to fruition.15 The St. Bernard 

students not only learned about the activities of public work and democracy, they were part of 

creating and sustaining democracy. Boyte provides this summary of public work:  

Public work is sustained, largely self-directed, collaborative effort, paid or unpaid, 

carried out by a diverse mix of people who create things of common value determined by 

deliberation: work by publics, for public purposes, in public. The capacity for public 

work, or civic agency, is mainly learned through public work.16 

 

Co-creation is grounded in many forms of public work, and, applying Boyte’s 

argumentation, includes the salaried and volunteer work of clergy and laity. As public work takes 

place in churches, it is feasible to apply and promote the benefits of civic studies to churches. As 

it would be, there are already groups within the United Methodist church, such as the United 

Methodist Women, who organize around issues of concern and promote actions for change. The 
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United Methodist Women have developed a full-fledged plan and tactical strategy to address 

climate change, their “Be Just, Be Green” mission.17 Their strategy includes letter writing 

campaigns, sustainability tools, a “Climate Justice Simulation Experience,” a “Women’s Carbon 

Fund” in addition to many other resources.18 It should be noted that all of this strategic public 

work on climate change is supported by the governing principles of the United Methodist 

Church.19 

Deliberative Democracy  

The theoretical concepts discussed in this next section on deliberative democracy apply to 

my research in that they hold that deliberation is a critical factor and process in the continuation 

of a democracy. While the roots of deliberative democracy can be traced back to Aristotle, 

modern usage of term can be traced to Joseph Bessette.20 21 Bessette puts forth that the framers of 

the US Constitution envisioned a government with two characteristics: “a deliberative 

democracy, one which would foster rule by the informed and reasoned judgements of the 

citizenry, and an energetic democracy,” a secure nation with an impactful government.22 

Bessette speaks of the deliberative function being similar to “what Publius [The Federalist 

authors Alexander Hamilton, James Madison and John Jay] called ‘the cool and deliberate sense 

of the community.’”23 However, national politics in the United States are not operating in a 

“cool” manner:  we are not developing or maintaining community. We can function as described 

by Publius and strengthen community: our aim should be to start with people where they are 

currently gathering and offer them the skills to learn how to reason, make informed judgements, 

all while maintaining and enhancing community, respect and mindfulness. Teaching pre-existing 

groups deliberation techniques is one strategy to help us reclaim the vision put forth by the 

framers of our constitution. Public work offers another opportunity to develop community and 

our democracy. 
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Still and all, citizens in community will disagree. The basic imperative of deliberative 

democracy offered by political theorists Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson is: “when citizens 

or their representatives disagree morally, they should continue to reason together to reach 

mutually acceptable decisions.”24 In their landmark book, Democracy and Disagreement, 

political scientists Gutmann and Thompson offer that even when citizens have different values, 

they need to stay in relationship in order to negotiate a decision that is “mutually acceptable.”25 

They offer the following model of deliberative democracy as a method to attend to moral 

disagreements: 

The answer we have given is a conception of deliberative democracy constituted by six 

principles. The first three – reciprocity, publicity, and accountability – are the chief 

conditions that regulate deliberation. The other three – basic liberty, basic opportunity, 

and fair opportunity – are the key components of the content of deliberation.26 

An applicable principle is reciprocity, the process of respectfully exchanging ideas with the aim 

of serving all parties. I agree with Gutmann and Thompson that reciprocity can potentially be 

reached through deliberation.27  I am interested in how common ground can be realized by 

people of different viewpoints, possibly through the process of accommodation. From my point 

of view, opportunities for reciprocal exchanges need to be expanded and offered in more venues 

and to people who may or may not have had this opportunity in the past. I propose that churches 

are one such place to reach new people and offer opportunities for collective judgement. This 

proposition extends my theme that churches can build civic capacity - not only for themselves - 

but for their communities as well. The next question then becomes, in what theoretical spaces 

and by what means can these deliberative dialogues occur? 

One manner in which German philosopher and sociologist Jürgen Habermas contributes 

to the theory of deliberative democracy is by proposing a theory by which public discourse 
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happens – how ideas and opinions are proposed, expressed and deliberated.  Central to his work 

is his concept of the public sphere. He defines this concept as:  

The public sphere can best be described as a network for communicating information and 

points of view (i.e. opinions expressing affirmative or negative attitudes); the streams of 

communication are, in the process, filtered and synthesized in such a way that they 

coalesce into bundles of topically specified public opinions.28 

 

Habermas argues that the public sphere is critical in that it must serve as “a warning system” in 

order to “detect and identify problems but also convincingly and influentially thematize them, 

furnish them with possible solutions” so that action is taken by the government.29 This is an 

important concept for my work: I contend that everyday citizens need to move from deliberating 

about issues within the confines of their personal spheres to forming cogent offerings of 

realizations and solutions and moving these ideas into the public sphere. Once in the public 

sphere, action by elected representatives or collective action can take place. I state this not to 

diminish the power of individual discernment and activity but rather to propose that more 

nuanced voices need to enter the public sphere – I hold that the public sphere does not currently 

accurately reflect the ideas and opinions of individuals in our society.  

As a corollary, I postulate that groups of people, notably congregations, have an 

intermediary sphere between the personal and private available to them for the purpose of 

voicing opinions, formulating actions and pushing boundaries. I name this the “intercessor” 

sphere: it is within this realm that deliberations such as my project and the work of building civic 

capacity can take place within a church congregation, a space that includes both personal and 

public sphere aspects. The reason this intermediary sphere may exist in some church settings is 

because communication and interactions among people may include private (home and family) 

issues as well as discussion of societal issues. Individuals acting and communicating within an 
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intercessor sphere have authority and freedom and may or may not be restricted to act within the 

confines of the church’s norms. 

 Professor of politics Graham Smith probes deliberative democracy theory in relationship 

to environmental politics and third sector research.30 He identifies a spectrum of values held by 

those concerned about the environment and climate change.31 The result of this is value conflict 

within the environmental movement. To attend to this, Smith considers three different 

deliberative democracy models, “mediation, citizen forums, and referendums and citizen 

initiatives.”32 My work is in the arena of Smith’s second model, citizen forums in the form of 

deliberative discussions. Smith speaks to the potential of forums and cites the research findings 

of Mayer et al, Fishkin and Smith and Wales: “Citizens become better informed, and many of 

their preferences and judgements change. There is also some indication that citizens are more 

civically minded and active long after the processes have ended.”33 I continue this theme: my 

research considers how deliberation forum participants may become “civically minded” and 

maintain their advocacy and initiative. I will demonstrate that participants, through deliberation 

in an artwork-mediated forum, may recognize and name their own existing agency and develop 

actionable tactics, including civic leaning strategies. 

Agency 

For my purposes, the word “agency” is best defined in relationship to the citizen. The 

framing statement for the field of civic studies includes this as a civic ideal element: “The idea of 

the citizen as a creative agent, not simply acquiescing in the demands of the political community, 

but also working to reform and improve it. A citizen is the co-creator of the worlds to which she 

or he belongs.”34 Bringing agency, a central theme of civic studies, into this discussion helps to 

shed light on how my project empowered participants to think creatively and develop effective 
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actions. Later in the deliberation forum analysis section I will consider this question from the 

vantage of how specific participants viewed power as an expression of their agency.  

I chose a theologically based power typology as the forum locations and participants 

were United Methodist. These power types speak to how United Methodists and others hold 

different theologies, notably to what kind of power they believe they have and should employ. 

Marie Strӧm, Co-Director of the Public Work Academy aligns theologian Jürgen Moltman’s 

three archetypal freedoms with three different types of power.35 The first, God the Father or 

Lordship freedom, describes power “over others.”36 The second, ties God the Son (fellowship 

freedom), to power with others. The final, God the Holy Spirit, elicits creative freedom and is 

generative – the “power to create.”37 The grid that follows summarizes Moltman’s and Strӧm’s 

theological concepts. 

Table 1: Moltman and Strӧm Freedom and Power Types38 

 

Christian Trinity: 

God in three 

Persons 

 

Moltman 

Types of 

Freedom 

 

Strӧm 

Types of Power 

  

Strӧm 

Examples of Power 

God the Father Lordship 

If serving God 

100%, free from 

all else. 

“Domination…power 

exercised over others” 
Zero-sum 

A win for one results in 

an equivalent loss for 

another. 

God the Son 

(Jesus Christ) 

Community or 

Communicative 

Freedom 

through Jesus 

Christ and 

fellowship with 

others 

“Collective…power with” Deliberated Distribution 

Power is distributed 

across parties in differing 

amounts. The total 

amount of power does not 

increase of decrease. 

God the Holy 

Spirit 

Creative 

Initiative 

“Freedom is 

experienced as 

friendship with 

God” 

“Relational and 

generative…power to create” 
Constructed 

Within their 

communities, humans 

utilize their agency to 

work with God as co-

creators. Power is 

expansive. 
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The reason I’m interested in how participants reference power is that being able to 

identify your power is intertwined with one’s agency and realizing that you can be an agent of 

change. Boyte defines civic agency as: “peoples capacities to work collectively across 

differences to build and sustain a democratic life.”39 I propose that how participants spoke of 

power is an indication of how they viewed their own civic agency. Frequently participants spoke 

about their power in relationship to God. Does God have all the power? Did they have the power 

to act with God? What type of power do we have as Methodists have? Is power always zero 

sum? Can power actually expand? How should we correctly translate the biblical word 

“dominion”? Should our power actually be one of stewardship? Should we even talk about 

power being theo-centric or should we move to a bio-centric power model?  

Deliberation 

 The next section focuses on a practice for maintaining the health of a democracy, 

an applied process known as deliberation. The public sphere, filled with an array of antagonistic 

messages from entertainment news, social media and other sources, intentionally publically pits 

people with differing views against each other. We citizens do not necessarily have the skill to 

talk with someone with whom we disagree – we are only comfortable with those within our own 

tribe. However, everyday citizens are identifying this as a core problem. I presented part of my 

research at a creation care summit this past summer. At this conference a transformative action 

planning process was used for attendees to make progress on issues of concern related to creation 

care. One table set about tackling the question: “How do you talk with someone with whom you 

disagree?” Thus, if we are not able to talk with one person, how can we talk to a group of people 

who hold a spectrum of viewpoints? Deliberation is needed more than ever in our society. What 

then is deliberation? The National Issues Forum offers this definition: 
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The discovery of a shared direction, guided by what we value most…Unlike debate, or 

lecture, or an airing of grievances, deliberation asks us to begin with what we hold most 

dear and share our personal experiences with a given issue. It’s not about reaching 

agreement or seeing eye-to-eye. It’s about looking at the costs and consequences of 

possible solutions to daunting problems, and finding out what we, as a people, will or will 

not accept as a solution.40 

The history of deliberation in the United States has shown that it can be “a robust process for 

finding solutions across differences of faith, value, culture or life experience.”41 However, it 

could be said that deliberation has fallen out of favor. One reason given for the decline of 

deliberation in the United States between the 1940s and 1960s is because of the rise of science as 

the preferred arbitrator and source of truth.42 This in turn led to a decline in seeing the individual 

citizen as a respected source of truth and meaning – the truth was to be found in experts. What is 

interesting to me are the responses from congregants when asked for their opinions and ideas 

during the issue guide brainstorming sessions - participants easily found their voices and spoke 

expertly providing detailed, nuanced, in-depth responses. 

What can an individual gain by being a deliberation forum participant? Deliberation 

experts John Gastil and Peter Levine offer that “it is most important to understand deliberation as 

a powerful socialization experience that reminds participants what it means to be true citizens of 

a democratic society.”43 What can be the outcomes of a deliberation? Just as deliberation forums 

take different forms, forum outcomes also vary. For example, my prior project with the Annual 

Conference of the United Methodist Church identified that a major hurdle was having people 

openly discuss the topic – a highly controversial, sensitive, theologically and biblically 

complicated topic. The intent of the forums was to help congregants understand why their fellow 

congregants held viewpoints different from their own. I devised a method for “Wisdom 

Statements” to be developed by forum participants – the intention being to have the group name 
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and conclude that all viewpoints contained wisdom; wisdom was defined as “knowledge that is 

gained by having many experiences in life.”44 Acknowledging that each viewpoint contains 

wisdom is important: not only is it true, but by doing so, people themselves are publically raised 

up and given value. Of note is that participants also jointly wrote wisdom statements that 

encapsulated all of the discussed viewpoints. Participants found their commonalities. This then 

served as a unifying process, a process akin to research conducted by David Ryfe. In his research 

he found that participants used storytelling “to build a sense of moral community.”45 As with 

Ryfe, I believe there is possibility in storytelling, of the development of narratives. 

Narratives 

People make sense of their world by means of stories - narratives embedded in how they 

grew up, their families, values, geography, local culture and lore, life experiences, language and 

other elements of human life.  Environmental and cultural sociologist Annika Arnold states: 

“Narrative structures allow us to gain an understanding of events and how they relate to one 

another and to our lives.”46 These narratives are representative of an individual’s culture. When a 

thorny complex issue arises, we consciously and unconsciously place the problem within our 

culture and background. We may be asked to explain our viewpoint on this tangled issue. Our 

viewpoint is made up not only of logical statements, but under the surface with our cultural 

attributes and artifacts, emotions and values. I contend that a core stumbling block for 

individuals expressing any complex issue is a lack of an outward representation of these 

characteristics by individuals to others. This is important as pulling apart one’s perspective on an 

issue requires pulling apart not just logical arguments and facts, but the perhaps unrevealed 

values and affective domain aspects such as emotion.  
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I see a relationship between spoken narratives and visual art narratives. The connection 

between may be most akin to a theatre production. While it may be true that a piece of art can 

have its own narration, when a person selects an image to reveal an element of themselves, they 

are in fashion selecting a theatre set for their own narration. A visual art image can set the stage 

and lay the foundation for narrative. In this way, an individual can layer their story, their own 

narrative on top of the visual image. Similarly, compositional elements of the visual art can 

trigger memories and help a person bring forth their narrative. 

Emotions 

Deliberation topics are frequently controversial, sensitive and uncomfortable. When we 

confront a difficult topic such as climate change, we bring to the table more than rational and 

logical argument. Our stance on a topic includes multiple layers including emotions. From 

antiquity, emotions have been discredited by some as the opposite of logical and rational thought 

– emotions are said to skew and divert the empirical truth of a topic and certainly should not play 

a role in deliberation. However, I draw upon research that argues emotions are not illogical. 

Indeed, they are part of how we know and experience the world. I thus postulate that there is a 

role for emotions in deliberation forums. In research about the practice of “democratic civil 

society,” city and regional planning theorist John Forester interviewed deliberation mediators 

about their role as facilitators.47 One of the deliberation mediators clearly spoke of the role of 

emotions: “It’s often necessary to have that kind of communication to clear the way for more 

dispassionate problem-solving.”48  

My question was how can a deliberation forum be structured to integrate expression of 

emotions into effective, practical problem solving and the development of tactics of effective 

action? Futurist Bob Johansen speaks of the need for “constructive depolarizing.”49 In his words, 
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constructive depolarizing is the “ability to calm tense situations where differences dominate and 

communication has broken down – and bring people from divergent cultures toward positive 

engagement.”50 Constructive depolarizing is a leadership skill argued by Johansen as necessary 

in our VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous) world. Different techniques will 

need to be utilized and developed by leaders, for example problem solving and dilemma 

negotiation dialogue methodologies coming from other cultures such as the Indaba African Zulu 

community gathering conversation process.51 

My argument that emotions can effectively be voiced in deliberations is also supported 

by research on deliberative democracy. Nicole Curato, John Dryzek, Selen Ercan, Carolyn 

Hedriks and Simon Neimeyer provide the following summary of the work of others: 

The purely procedural rationalist model of deliberation is normatively problematic 

because it is empirically questionable. [Iris Marion Young] Distinguishing between 

deliberation and discussion introduces an emotional dimension in which dispositional 

factors, such as open-minded-ness are important. [George Loewenstein]… Achieving a 

deliberative stance in citizen deliberation involves careful facilitation and attention to 

“emotional interaction.” [Jane Mansbridge, Janette Hartz-Karp, Matthew Amengual, and 

John Gastil] Its achievement in group settings can be a pleasurable experience and 

consistent with ideals of human cognition. [Hugo Mercier and Hélène E. Landemore]52 

 

Art and Emotion 

Integrating the expression of emotions in constructive ways in deliberation adds new 

nuance, power and complexity to deliberation – the hard thinking that includes the weighing of 

pros and cons and the identification of tensions, contradictions and unintended consequences. 

The question then becomes how to genuinely elicit emotions in a deliberation forum in a manner 

that honors ground rules and fosters constructive, healthy expression. Representational art, for 

example pictures of landscapes, still life, pottery, masks or weavings, can serve this purpose. Art 

can serve as the vehicle by which participants express their emotional responses to a contested 
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issue. Research on art and emotion supports my view that art can serve this function. Pinchas 

Noy and Dorit Noy-Sharav in speaking about music listeners state that the listeners are:  

…open to the impact of the contrasting emotions conveyed, and able to solve them by 

creating something new, which may be viewed as some new synthesis, some new insight, 

or even an experience of catharsis[.] I believe that these ideas about the conveyance of 

emotion in music, can be broadened and applied to any form of high art.”53 

 

Thus, expressing emotions by means of art may have a cathartic effect, bring greater self-

awareness, help to creatively solve a niggling point, or spark an idea.  

Psychologists Jennifer Drake and Ellen Winner supply another possibility. In their 

research in the domain of art therapy, they experimentally considered “art-making” as a way to 

regulate mood by using two conditions, “venting” and “distraction.”54 In the venting condition, 

participants viewed a short clip of a troubling documentary and then drew pictures about what 

they had seen or heard. In the distraction condition, after seeing the film clip, participants were 

instructed to draw something other than what was portrayed in the film clip. Interestingly, 

participants in the distraction condition left the experiment in a higher mood.  

I offer that art-making, in the form of journaling about a self-selected art image, may, for 

some, provide an avenue for individuals to place their emotions into a supportive context that 

deescalates but also helps participants express their emotions in relationship to the discussion 

topic. Creative journaling about an art image may have another effect as described by 

psychologist Sander Koole in his review of regulating emotions: “expressive writing also 

involves acquiring more insight into one’s emotions, and hence targets knowledge systems.”55 

Thus, I contend that journaling about an art image may not only help an individual diffuse and 

cool down, it may also lead a discussant into logical thinking. Being able to constructively 

express emotions in a deliberation forum may help participants voice the full range of their 
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concerns and strike a balance between the affective and rational components of their viewpoints. 

Artist Odilon Redon said: “True art lies in a reality that is felt.” 56 It is also true that people feel 

reality. 

Can art be integrated into deliberation to deescalate tense and strong emotions? One way 

to cool down heated and stressful dialogue is ‘putting something in the middle.”57 Leadership 

researchers Chuck Palus and Wilfred Drath developed such a technique, a “Visual Explorer” 

facilitation tool used to help an American corporation develop their business strategies.58 

Principally, they had business leaders choose a visual image and journal their responses to 

various questions. They used the visual image to mediate dialogue – a visual image was used as a 

go-between. They argue that: “dialogue is a process that occurs by putting meanings to be 

explored and reconstructed in the middle of a group. Placing a mediating object in the middle, 

under the right conditions, is a way to enhance the experience of dialogue.”59  

Another consideration is the difficulty of knowing how to express and clearly 

communicate one’s views to others. Researchers Palus and Drath also speak of the difficulty of 

having a dialogue; they say we are asking people to speak into an “empty and ephemeral” 

space.60 Constructing meaning during dialogue is difficult. I contend that a modification of the 

Palus and Drath technique of using postcards to develop corporate strategies can be used in 

deliberation forum settings. In deliberation forums, participants will use art images to journal and 

speak through – this not only helps participants clearly express their emotions and values but 

also helps them move into constructive, thoughtful deliberation. 

Contribution to the Culture and Field of Deliberation 

My primary goal with this new deliberation technique, artwork-mediated deliberation, is 

for forum participants to feel comfortable speaking on issues of importance. That is, the primary 
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aim is to increase the number, diversity and complexity of individual stories, expressions of 

faith, and illumination of cultural identities. A secondary goal is to assist forum participants in 

clearly and deeply expressing their own narratives through the use of a mediated discussion 

technique.  By having participants speak through the lens of a self-selected piece of artwork that 

resonates with their own narratives, their own histories, stories, beliefs and values will be more 

clearly and fully expressed to other forum participants. In the end, by doing so, I hope this will 

increase understanding across participants, drive in-depth discussion and reinvigorate 

participants.  
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PART TWO 

 

CHAPTER 2 - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & DATA 

 

My experience with deliberation began with a previous issue guide on homosexuality and 

marriage developed by myself and other laity and clergy for use by Minnesota United Methodists 

(“Marriage”).61 My experience developing that guide and facilitating deliberation forums laid the 

groundwork for my current research project and revealed gaps and opportunities. A primary 

lesson learned from my previous Marriage deliberation project is that women were not as vocal 

in deliberation sessions as men. Subjective feedback from Marriage deliberation forums suggests 

that not enough time was available per participant for them to adequately express the complexity 

of their viewpoint – competing voices limited the time available for individuals to express their 

ideas and opinions both at brainstorming sessions and deliberation forums.  

These lessons learned led me to modify the brainstorming and deliberation forum 

facilitation techniques for my current project: The Earth’s Limited Resources: How Should 

United Methodists React? (“Earth”). During the Earth brainstorming sessions, I welcomed both 

written and verbal responses to the brainstorming questions. For the Earth deliberation forums, 

participants agreed to self-regulate and promote equal participation. This did not prove to be 

effective. Thus, at the last Earth deliberation forum a timer was effectively used to balance 

responses. Another lesson learned from the previous Marriage project was the importance of the 

development of a trained pool of facilitators. As the pool of trained facilitators was limited, the 

use of the deliberation issue guide and forum was low. The current project included the 

development of an easy-to-follow facilitator guide (Appendix B). In addition, participant 
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‘instructions’ are included in the issue guide as a way of preparing forum participants for their 

deliberation. 

Key Sources 

This applied project consists of two components, the creation of an Earth issue guide 

based on four brainstorming sessions and the facilitation of three deliberation forums. The issue 

guide served as the discussion framework for the deliberation forums.  

Issue guide 

Brainstorming sessions led at three metro area churches and a university United Methodist 

student group formed the basis for the creation of an issue guide on the topic of care of the earth 

and how Minnesota United Methodists should respond. Two United Methodist ministers also 

supplied topical ideas. These brainstorming sessions, named “Gathering of Concerns” sessions, 

consisted of questions such as: 

1. How can we as people of faith derive sustenance and resources from the earth now and

into the future?

2. How can the earth’s resources support jobs and our Minnesota economy with

stewardship and reverence for God’s creation? How can we be co-creators with God?

3. Currently ecological issues are pitted against jobs and the economy. Is there a prophetic

story from the Bible that can change the current polarized debate into a non-polarized

discussion between people who hold a multitude of perspectives? Or, does a new

prophetic Christian story need to be written?

4. Is there a story from our tradition, theologies or principles that United Methodists can

contribute to the world on this topic? How can your congregation contribute? What story

do you want told about your church in the future?
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Approximately 40 people participated in these sessions resulting in 334 answers. A clustering 

process, a process of associating like ideas, initially netted 17 categories of responses. These 17 

categories were then reduced to four affinity groups. An outside reviewer, an educator with 

experience creating deliberation materials for Lutheran churches in the southern United States, 

offered constructive criticism on a preliminary draft of the guide. Further consolidation and 

affinity mapping resulted in three approaches. The three approaches are:  

APPROACH ONE: Turn to the Bible and our United Methodist faith resources; 

APPROACH TWO: Lift up public government, shift systems and support innovation; 

APPROACH THREE: Look to us as citizens, through individual and collective action. 

The purpose of clustering responses into approaches was to provide a framework for the 

deliberation forums. These three approaches form the heart of a ten page issue guide: “Let’s 

Talk-The Earth’s Limited Resources: How Should United Methodists React?”  The issue guide 

follows in Appendix A. Within the issue guide, each approach includes summary paragraphs, 

what supporters and critics might say, possible actions, and tensions within the approach. The 

guide also includes preparatory information on deliberation forums, how to be a forum 

participant, suggested forum ground rules and additional resources. I offered a guide to each 

participant both before the forum as well as at the forum itself. 

Deliberation Forums 

I facilitated three Earth deliberation forums at Minnesota United Methodist churches. A 

total of 31 subjects participated in these forums. The researcher provided the issue guide to 

participants in advance of their scheduled forum, either in paper or electronic format. 

Participants were encouraged to read the guide; however, reading the guide was not a 

prerequisite for forum participation.  
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When participants entered the forum space, they were guided to a table consisting of art 

images. I then asked them to select an image that resonated with them in some way. Examples of 

these images follow. 

 

Figure 1. Manufactured by Doccia, Giovanni Ponti. Small clay [bowl] with porcelain labyrinth, 

ca. 1930. International Museum of Ceramics, Faenza, Italy.62 
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Figure 2. Qian Weicheng. Winter Landscapes and Flowers, 1720-1772, ink and color on paper, 8 

5/8 x 11 7/8 in. Metropolitan Museum of Art.63 
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Figure 3. George Morrison. Mount Maude, c. 1942, oil on canvas, 26 x 32 in. Minneapolis 

Institute of Art.64 
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Figure 4. Claude Monet. Haystacks (Effect of Snow and Sun), 1891, oil on canvas, 25 3/4 x 36 

1/4 in. Metropolitan Museum of Art.65 
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Figure 5. Romare Howard Bearden. Factory Workers, 1942, Gouache and casein on brown kraft 

paper mounted on board, 37 3/8 x 28 3/4 in. Minneapolis Institute of Art.66 
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Figure 6. Anishinaabe (Ojibwe). Bandolier Bag, Muslin and beads, 35 x 12 1/4 in. Minneapolis 

Institute of Art.67 
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Figure 7. Gustave Caillebotte, The Plain of Gennevilliers, 1888, oil on canvas, size unknown, 

[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons. 

After selecting an image, participants chose a writing journal and were encouraged to use the 

journal to write their response to the question prompt: “How does this image reflect your own 

history, values and beliefs about the earth and its resources?”  

After participants had written for approximately ten minutes, I provided background 

information on the forum, deliberation and proposed deliberation ground rules. At the first Earth 

forum, participants were encouraged to weave their journaled responses on their chosen piece of 

art into their deliberation responses to the three approaches. This process proved to be confusing 

for many participants, thus I modified the protocol for the remaining forums. 

For the other two forums, I as facilitator gave participants an opportunity to introduce 

themselves to the group by means of their journaled response to the prompting question. 
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Participants were not required to share their journaled responses. Then, for all three forums, I led 

the group in a discussion of the three approaches – ten minutes per approach. After the 

discussion on the three approaches, I asked the group to identify actionable tactics based on their 

deliberation.  

At the end, I requested feedback on the forum, including what aspects of the forum 

worked and where there were areas in need of improvement. The final forum facilitator guide is 

included as Appendix B. 

Data Collection 

During the forums, a scribe or the facilitator summarized participant statements on large 

sheets of paper. The scribe summarized participant introductions, comments made during the 

deliberation of each approach, documented tactics and feedback to the facilitator on the forum. 

These notes, the research data, form the basis for further analysis. 

Data 

  At the first forum, I asked participants to use their selected art images throughout the 

forum. They were asked to use their images to present their reactions to the three approaches. At 

the end of the deliberation I asked them directly to comment on the role of art during the session. 

The data tables that follow contain the remarks of participants as noted by the scribe. 

Part One: Comments related to art images  

Prompt questions: “In what ways was the art helpful? Did the art evoke an emotional response? 

What kind of emotion? Did it help with the deliberation?” 

Forum One 

1. Artists tell the truth 

2. Art endures – what does the Mona Lisa mean? 

3. Artists are a vital part of the conversation 

4. Art speaks of change, cross a boundary 
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5. On Mourin’s “Mother Earth – Nourish” image: voluptuous and abundant. Finding 
enough within abundance – both materially and spiritually – conquering fear. Enough is 

the opposite of entitlement. 

 

I modified the facilitation of the second and third forums. Immediately following their 

journaling time, I asked participants to introduce themselves based on the question prompt: 

“How does this image reflect your own history, values and beliefs about the earth and its 

resources? I did not ask participants what their emotional responses were during the second and 

third forums. 

Forum Two 

Image Participant introduction 

1. Dutch Windmill Family owned windmill. Inception of personal view of 

sustainability. 

2. Rosie the Riveter Reminder of family farm and hard work involved in 

farming. Role of woman. Used dynamite as children to 

clear land. Had cows in yard for a while – they were dirty. 

Then cleaned. Later used chemical in spreader. What role 

did these chemicals have on sickness? 

3. Farm Scene Grew up in hill country of SE Minnesota. Different 

upbringing then prior (#2). Taught to care for land, 

animals, to take care of things. Do people still rotate 

crops? Only used lime. Current farming techniques 

sadden me. No respect for land – we need to honor mother 

earth. 

4. Abruzzi Mt. Range, Italy Mountains a reminder that we need to look at the bigger 

picture. 1789 vs. today. Need to think beyond how it 

affects me. As population increases, resources limited. 

5. Stained glass image of 

parrots – Tiffany 

Reminder of farming background. DDT = blue frost on 

everything. How is this related to health issues? It’s sad. 

Parrots are exotic – reminder of other places lived in the 

world. Also reminder of how flora and fauna enrich. 

6. Monet Haystacks First looks like rocks. Reminder of jumping from hayloft 

of neighbor’s barn growing up. It was a fun thing to do. 

Picture also reminder of ambiguity and light. Reminder of 

ambiguity of interactions with nature. Square inch of 

forest: no other sounds - > can only hear yourself 

breathing. 

7. Italian bowl Reminder of Kansas, SW United states dry area and 

Native American pottery and how Native Americans live 
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within limits. Mother brought up on farm – need culture 
to live within limits. Patriarchal/military/economic system 

a concern. Matriarch has relationship to earth – generative 

of life. System pits us against each other. Economics, 

travel destroying us, we’re blind to what we’re doing. 

Needs to be an ongoing inquiry. Need all to share in the 

solution. 

8. Harlem Renaissance and 

Celtic Journal 

African Americans as creators, have authority to 

contribute, to add to the store. Broke efficiency culture. 

Role of Jazz and improvisation. 

9. Dutch landscape – wheat 

fields with clouds 

Reminds of SD and that flat land is attractive: the 

abundance of the prairie. In farming, look forward to 

clouds – rain is coming for crops. However, are these dark 

clouds bearing the destruction of fire? Ecological 

thinking.  

10. NA (Participant joined forum after introductions.) 

11. NA 

 

(Participant joined forum after introductions.) 

 

Forum Three 

Image Participant introductions 

1. Birch Forest (photograph) Grew up with Poplar trees near Hibbing. When it was 

tense in the house, went out to the woods. Reminds of 

skiing, animals, x-mas trees, flora, fauna. Sigrud Olson. 

Mom was interested in birds, learned about conservation, 

creation, soil and water. 

2. Chinese landscape 

(with manmade object, trees, 

birds, water, winter). 

 Flourished - there are other seasons, integration, changing 

parts = whole; consider the big picture; how little work as 

whole. 

3. Turquoise animal figure Integration of human with natural world. Turquoise is an 

important religious color ->late Middle Egypt. Reminds of 

trips to Holy Land ->feeding cup: we do eat nature. 

Humans dominate, consider fauna, lions and turtles. 

4. Farm Scene Grandfather was a farmer in SW Minnesota ->”Standing 

in field” (though Grandfather had wheat fields). Prairie 

where it meets the pines; actually like water more. But 

Arizona? No! Need water. Born in Seattle. Water is a 

passion. Frightened about treating it like a commodity, 

like oil, a concern. Opposed to pipeline from Lake 

Superior. Reminded of prior participant’s comments about 

Poplar trees. Had a few birch trees, but they’re dying – 

sad to see that. 

5. Van Gogh (Trees) Question of the earth - > political. Palestine and the 

relationship to land – the olive is a source of life. For 

countries trees are a source of culture. 
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Land=people=survival. If we destroy land we destroy 
ourselves, destroy the life of people. The vividness of Van 

Gogh’s strikes me. I become a part of what I see, become 

an organic piece of what is being destroyed. Action is 

vital - >survival of species. Both hopeful and pessimistic 

of collapse. 

6. Mt Maud Landscape (George 

Morrison) 

Very green, from a small village in Northern England. 

There’s a lane, could see hill up land a few miles away. 

Arial tower, w/windmill, another hill. Brought back 

memory of Riverton Pike. My values are tied to the land. 

What nurtured (me) as a child; the purity of the field, 

water, woods, fishing, grains, milk next door. No poisons, 

hormones etc. It’s not the same it saddens me. Also 

reminds me of Vermont’s Mt. Mansfield where son lives. 

Skiing, scout, scout leader. Former participant’s forest 

picture is a vivid reminder of scouting and winter survival 

when it was 40 below – we built an igloo. Reminds of 

largest wind farm in Canada. Son is with the UN and 

works with climate change. Values linked to scouting. 

7. NA (Participant chose not to speak.) 

 

The scribe noted participant statements throughout the forums. Below are references to 

emotions made by participants across the three forums. 

 Part Two: Participant references to emotions 

 

Forum One  

1. “Hurts my soul” to think about food production 

2. Hope in collective empowerment driving change – solar collectives etc. 

 

Forum Two 

3. Current farming techniques sadden me. 

4. Reminder of farming background. DDT = blue frost on everything. How is this 

related to health issues? It’s sad. 

 

Forum Three 

5. When it was tense in the house, went out to the woods. 

6. Water is a passion. Frightened about treating it like a commodity, like oil, a 

concern. 

7. Had a few birch trees, but they’re dying – sad to see that. 

 

8. & 9.  I become a part of what I see, become an organic piece of what is being destroyed. 

Action is vital - >survival of species. Both hopeful and pessimistic of collapse. 
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10. What nurtured (me) as a child: the purity of the field, water, woods, fishing, grains, 
milk next door. No poisons, hormones etc. It’s not the same - it saddens me. 

 

 After deliberation on the three approaches, at each of the forums, the group developed 

tactics or activities related to care of the earth. These tactics are summarized in the next three 

tables.  

Part Three: Participant generated tactics and comments on tactics 

Forum One 

1. Ban single-use plastics within church – church and community groups who use the 

church. It’s our mission. 

2. However, need to develop an understanding of the issue. Why? Need to listen. How 

implement successfully? 

3. Bring the single-use plastic issue to the state UMC MN conference. 

4. Involve children to spur children to act.  

5. Ecology unit for children. 

6. Legislative decisions: listen to people. Why has this happened? Why doing this? 

7. Education – why do we want to take this action? 

8. Open doors to help people in the wider community (education). 

9. What kind of conversation process can we use to tap our collective creativity? Host 

feedback listening sessions. 

10. Focus on the impact of small decisions b/c the impact is large ->one light bulb at a time. 

Water bottles. Aggregate of small acts, small decisions. 

11. Consider our mental attitudes – engage minds of individual congregants. 

12. Sustainability in the (Wesley) Quadrilateral approach. 

13. Think of our own aging and how it can impact choices. Our own energy needs to be 

considered. Time as well. Plastic clam shell packed healthy fruit for healthy diet can be 

in conflict with not buying food packaged in plastic. 

14. Continue the conversation as a church. 

15. Small choices – water bottles, etc. 

16. Not using a zero sum equation. 

 

  

Forum Two  

(Protocol change resulted in less time at end of session for the development of tactics) 

1. Vote. 

2. Vote based on education. Think before voting. Pause and reflect. 

3. There are stories in the Bible about pausing and reflecting! (Prodigal Son – minister’s 

sermon) 
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4. Non-denominational church: focus on sin and JC forgiving when die. A completely 
different focus of worship service. Our tactic could be for us to be together to change and 

learn. 

 

Forum Three 

1. Composting. 

2. Engage more people at our church. 

3. Education of members. 

4. Need new worship service. 

5. Relationship building. 

6. Common meal -> increase participation. 

7. Create dialogue across? How create? What hold in common? What bind together? 

8. Community solar – the trustees are considering. (Problem: as Church doesn’t have credit 

rating, on list) 

9. Community garden. 

10. Green team at our church. 

11. Study of soil, scripture; develop who we are. Need education, a separate study. 

12. Sunday school curriculum is poor, need to teach role in society. 

13. We are indivisible – national. 
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CHAPTER 3 - DATA ANALYSIS 

 

 In this next chapter, I analyze my key areas of interest in relationship to the data collected 

during the forums. I begin by considering participant agency – I accomplish this analysis by 

pulling apart agency into types of power. Next I offer evidence and supporting analysis that 

numerous participants expressed themselves using strong narrative “storytelling” elements. I 

close this section with an analysis of participant-voiced emotions. 

 

Expressions of Power 

The ideas expressed by people at the four brainstorming sessions can be considered in 

relationship to Strӧm’s types of power (agency) discussed earlier. Strӧm defines agency as: “the 

capacity of human beings to harness their collective capabilities to shape their worlds.”68 Strӧm’s 

power types help to delineate not only a participant’s theology but also shed light on how they 

view the limits and expansiveness of their own agency. One participant revealed a theological 

tension amongst Christians: I have a problem with that image [being co-creators with God]. God 

doesn’t need a co-creator, God needs faithful stewards.69 Strӧm’s third type of power, 

“relational and generative” concerns people within their communities being co-creators with 

God.70 This congregant did not express co-creation, generative power, to be her theology. It is 

unclear whether this brainstorming session participant held a “dominion” or “collective” power 

stance instead.  

Other participants expressed that United Methodists need to move to a kinship Eco-

theology model – all things are interconnected and interdependent. This theological model 

relates to the second Genesis creation story (Gen. 2:4 – 2:25) where humans are formed from the 
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generative humus of the earth. This theology lends itself to Strӧm’s “relational and generative” 

power type. A subset of the brainstorming ideas related to “how” change could happen. 

Examples of this include: 

1. Discover common vision, common values, community needs

2. Acknowledge our common understanding of God’s faithfulness

3. Look for win-win opportunities

These change statements are both inclusive and expansive – they speak to working across 

differences, finding similarities and finding solutions that benefit all. I interpret these to be 

representative of Strӧm’s generative power type. 

What happened during the three deliberation forums? At the first forum a participant 

referenced power and spoke to not using a zero-sum equation – this statement infers either a 

deliberative distribution or constructed power type.71 During the second forum, following 

Strӧm’s power paradigm, one participant voiced a possible transition from a dominion type of 

power to a relational/generative power type.72 To paraphrase, this participant said: Catalyze 

UMC through study and scripture calls us together. Careful interpretation. How do we translate 

“Dominion”? Who’s the boss? OR, are we in relationship?73 In this statement, the participant 

has voiced both “power over others” and “power to create.” within Strom’s framework. At this 

same forum, another participant spoke of additive power, the power to create. A summary of this 

second participant is: There’s a tension between mining and environment; can be at cross-

purposes. What about “and” rather than “either/or?74 This participant seems to be evolving 

from a collective “power with” power type to a generative “power to create” power type.75  
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 At the third forum, a theological interchange took place regarding dominion power and 

other power foci. A paraphrase of these participant discussion points follows in the table below. 

The emphasized text calls out theological and/or power references. 

 

Deliberation of Approach #1 

1. Anthropocentric to bio-centric, “Dominion” is problematic, conquest, control. “English 

garden” -> fear of wilderness; interdependence 

 

2. “Dominion” -> need rework of Hebrew to “Stewardship” shift. Over population; let Bible 

interact with what’s going on in the world. We are part of creation. “Theo”, bio-centric vs. 

human centric. 

 

3. “Dominion” manage nature ->throws off balance; we upset its, species loss ->Wasn’t part of 

plan. Population increase in California (can’t really support population). Coastline? Flooding? 

 

4. Can’t ever know all consequences; need to do a better job anticipating consequences. Move to 

creation; value based; theo-centric. 

 

5. Last name means “servant or servant of meadow”. Native American viewpoint ->living with 

land, part of land. Not theo- centric ->bio-centric. Theo-centric pulls us apart (Muslims vs. 

Christians). Throw out - > keep gifts given. Value driven -> planning biologically -> clean 

water & soil. 

6. Other traditions -> “Tree of Life” tapestry – all related, organized. No theological reference, 

all connected. Buddhism – shared language? Need to find out, look for commonality. Don’t 

disparage theology, but has been divisive. Look for things to bring together. The Dakota 

don’t begin with differences, instead begin with what have in common. 
 

These deliberation exchanges reveal that the Minnesota United Methodists at one church 

are carefully considering power and the effects of the different types of power in relationship to 

the care of the earth. In other words, these participants are bringing to the fore how power and 

their own capacity for agency are intertwined. Participants demonstrated the realization of their 

agency in their expansive, reflective, creative stream of tactics and strategies proposed to address 

the forum’s problem statement. Their discussion also points to the integration of theological, 

church based thought, with the broader world and the public sphere, the domain of citizenship 

and civic life.   
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Narrative Form and Expression of Values 

Numerous participants in the second and third forums structured their introductory 

comments as mini-autobiographies. These mini-autobiographies were rich in detail, insightful, 

eloquent and frequently included value statements and moral learnings. However, I am hesitant 

to claim that all of these autobiographical comments can be classified as true narratives. 

According to Interdisciplinary Risk & Innovation Studies (ZIRIUS) researcher Annika Arnold, 

there are five components that are generally accepted as defining a narrative: 

 Beginning – middle – end 

 Unfolding events 

 Presentation of characters (hero – villain – victim) 

 Plot 

 Moral/transformation76 

 

While it cannot be said that all participant mini-autobiographies met the above five narrative 

criteria, narrative elements played a strong structural device in how participants shared their 

values, thoughts and opinions in the second and third forums. My analysis is that the prompt 

question and the time spent journaling about their self-selected piece of art provided the means 

for these rich and deeply thoughtful narrative styled comments. For some, the narrative implicit 

within the art melded with the teller’s own recollections of their lives and values. At one of the 

forums, a participant chose a journal with artist J.Howard Miller’s Rosie the Riveter on its cover 

and used this art as her selected image. As it would be, she also had this same image on her t-

shirt. 
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Figure 8. J. Howard Miller. We Can Do It!, 1942, paper (overall medium), 22 in x 17 in. 

National Museum of American History.77 

This participant used the Rosie the Riveter image to tell her story of growing up on a farm, how 

they used dynamite to clear the land, how they had cows in the yard, and how they used 

chemicals. At the end she wondered about the relationship of these chemicals to health issues.  

Another participant spoke of the windmill within Jacob Wilhem Mechau’s Landscape as 

representative of his own life story, specifically his values. His family owned a windmill and this 

windmill was the start of the development of his own personal views on sustainability.  
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Figure 9. Jacob Wilhelm Mechau. Landscape, 1785, watercolor, pen and ink over graphite. 

Framing line in pen and ink, 10 5/8 x 14 in. Metropolitan Museum of Art.78 

The art also served as a conversation catalyst for the subsequent deliberations on the three 

different approaches discussed during the heart of the forum.  

My prior experience as a Marriage forum facilitator was that there were periods of silence 

– participants seemed not to know how to enter into the discussion or perhaps had difficulty 

framing their thoughts in a manner sufficient to explain their viewpoints. When this happened, I 

as facilitator needed to interject myself into the deliberation and pose prompting questions to the 

participants. Notably in the last two Earth forums, when the deliberation protocol was modified 

such that participants introduced themselves via their self-selected artwork, I did not need to 

pose questions to the group. Indeed, for the last Earth forum, to ensure that all had a chance to 

speak, a one-minute sand timer was used to ensure equal participation. These last two forums 
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support Palus/Drath’s thesis that the use of an image, or “putting something in the middle,” helps 

fill the empty center with pertinent ideas and stories worthy of discussion.79 

Expression of Emotions  

 At the end of the first forum, participants were directly asked whether the artwork 

invoked emotions. The scribe for the first forum documented two words/phrases denoting 

emotions. The facilitation technique was modified for the second and third forums: instead of 

directly asking participants if they had emotional responses, expressions of emotions came forth 

naturally without prompting. This protocol modification seemed to support unselfconscious and 

inherent expressions of emotions. During the second forum, I also noted two uses of words 

describing emotions; during the third forum, I documented six. Across the three forums 40% of 

the documented emotions included the word “sad.” My analysis is that this expression of sadness 

is in line with others in the climate change/earth care movement: individuals need to move from 

despair to hopefulness as a way of gaining agency to make change.80 Of interest is that activists 

Ruth Rosenhek and John Seed offer that emotions are “accurate.”81 That is, emotions can 

intelligently reflect a participant’s state of mind. They extend their argument and say that: 

“emotions need to re-enter into the public discourse of social transformation, into the 

educational, social and political institutions, at this time when we need all of our intelligence to 

be brought to the table.”82 

One participant expressed two emotions, both hope and pessimism. The artwork that he 

choose was Vincent van Gogh’s Olive Trees. When describing why he chose this image he spoke 

with concern for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. He then related the trees to the deliberation’s 

core topic of earth care and expressed how the olive tree is a source of life: if we destroy the 

land, we not only destroy the lives of people but also their culture. Even though participants 
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expressed disheartening emotions, they did not leave the forums deflated: instead forum 

participants effectively released emotions and left calmed or energized.  

 

 

Figure 10. Vincent van Gogh. Olive Trees, oil on canvas, 28 5/8 x 36 1/4 in. Metropolitan 

Museum of Art.83 
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CHAPTER 4 - NEXT STEPS 

 

United Methodists have always been people of action. Methodists are known for their 

outreach activity - for example, the United Methodist Committee on Relief (UMCOR), a 

humanitarian organization that reacts to disasters and promotes development. United Methodists 

are engaged in their communities – they are interested in issues. The United Methodist Insight: A 

Forum for Discerning God’s Will for the United Methodist Church, publishes articles, editorials 

and viewpoints on a range of topics including white supremacy, United States – Mexico border 

and asylum seekers controversy, church massacres, the NRA, the Bonn Climate Summit, teen 

suicide and the political state of Sri Lanka.84 These articles speak to the fact that United 

Methodists are engaged in the world and want to work for understanding and change. It also 

indicates an opportunity to expand my “Let’s Talk” series to other topics. I would like to put 

together a series of issue guides, facilitator manuals, art image sets and facilitator training guides 

for the Annual Conference of the Minnesota United Methodist Church. The Conference has 

previously expressed support and offered to create a web page on their site to host these 

materials. 

I want to do this not just to expand the use of artwork-mediated forum offerings. Rather, I 

hope that the United Methodist Church and other denominations, can play a unique role in 

engaging and training citizens. Community organizer Saul Alinksy saw this possibility:  

Already then, he [Alinksy] pointed specifically to congregations of diverse faiths, 

especially churches, as having potential power to engage in building a more equal and 

democratic society. Importantly, he also stressed that this democratic potential in the 

church would not evolve spontaneously. It needed to be catalyzed, formed and organized 

by bringing congregations and other groups together for concerted training, strategizing 

and action.85 
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Thus, my work with the United Methodist Church in Minnesota can be part of a greater 

movement to reinvigorate our communities with public spiritedness.  
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CONCLUSION – SUMMONING GENERATIVE AGENCY 

 

 

Figure 11. Jennifer Mourin. Mother Earth - Nourish, 2011, acrylic and oil ink on canvas, 

55.9x66 cm. In Private Collection, Malaysia.86 

 

This new deliberation configuration creates spaces of negotiation, encourages the 

spontaneous development of parishioner tactics and engages individuals. Using art as a 

mediating tool helped congregants reengage and explore the complex issue; the cover of the 

issue guide, Mourin’s Mother Earth – Nourish, exemplifies this power of art to evoke.  As 
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witnessed in the issue guide and in the forum outcomes, congregants offered a plethora of ideas 

and concepts – ideas that speak of hopeful yet realistic change tactics.  

How then does art contribute to the field of deliberation? The addition of art into a 

deliberation forum can contribute complexity, depth and the distillation of views and ideas into 

public expressions. For a deliberation forum participant, a self-selected art image: 

1. Affirms and validates their culture, preferences, beliefs, values;

2. Presents a means to calm or energize emotions;

3. Provides an entrance into catharsis, an avenue to move from despair to hope;

4. Facilitates the constructive expression of emotions.

In addition, journaling about an art image before the start of a forum’s discussion has additional 

benefits. This activity: 

1. Sparks new thoughts and conjures memories;

2. Focuses and/or expands thoughts;

3. Jump-starts a self-reflection, centering process;

4. Captures and translates nebulous ideas and helps develop them into communicative form;

5. Prepares participants to speak to a group.

Art adds missing dimensions to deliberation. Consider this quote about why art matters by 

National Endowment for the Arts staff member Amy Stolls: 

The arts matter because without them our strong emotions, our vital voices, our move-to-

the-groove energy and necessary empathy and life-affirming connectedness and tendency 

toward complexity might all wither from disuse, maybe even destroy us through misuse. 

The arts matter because with them, we matter.87 
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It is noteworthy that at the end of each forum, participants left energized and positive. After the 

first forum, I received the following limerick from a participant:  

One day, Ruth Ann gave a call, 

She invited participation of all, 

We looked at good art, 

We did our part, 

And really, we all had a ball! 

-United Methodist Congregant, June 25, 2018 

 

Does this positive response then imply there is hope for a return to civility in our public 

sphere using deliberation? Before considering this question, an accounting of where we are as a 

nation is fruitful. The Economist, using a sixty indicator methodology, rates democracies from 

“full” to “authoritarian regimes.” 88The Economist classifies the United States as a “flawed” 

democracy, a country with “significant weaknesses in other aspects of democracy, including 

problems in governance, an underdeveloped political culture and low levels of political 

participation.”89 Reminiscent of the start of this paper, polarization and uncivil discourse are 

markers of an “underdeveloped political culture.”90 What do we citizens need to do to create 

room for respectful and productive disagreement within the spheres of our nation? I have shown 

evidence that deliberation can serve a role. Deliberation is one tool and can play a role but to 

suggest that all citizens want and will participate in a forum is not viable. Art-mediated 

deliberation forums will not be enough to move our democracy from being categorized by The 

Economist as a “Flawed” democracy back to a “Full” democracy, one in which “not only basic 

political freedoms and civil liberties are respected, but which also tend to be underpinned by a 

political culture conducive to the flourishing of democracy.”91   

However, deliberation should not be dismissed: it can serve a vital role in helping people 

respectfully work through disagreements on sensitive topics – it helps people learn to negotiate 
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and navigate uncomfortable differences. To that end, another church denomination is also 

starting to use deliberation. Reverend Gregg Kaufman has partnered with the Evangelical 

Lutheran Church in America (ELCA) to engage Lutherans in deliberation forums.92 What other 

means are available to help repair and actually move our democracy into a new era of vigorous 

yet respectful discourse, hallmarks of a well-functioning democracy? Will our elected officials 

break polarization and make progress on care of the earth issues? 

In a recent New York Times article California Governor Jerry Brown laments that 

politicians appear to have limited power to affect change towards the climate change dilemma.93 

As with any dilemma, political and prophetic voices can motivate change but real and lasting 

change needs to come from individual citizens – everyday citizens employing strategies and 

tactics to improve their lives and communities: their individual and collective actions can 

improve the health and strength of a democracy. Other tools and practices need to be employed 

and developed. There are signs that this is happening. One organization gaining traction is the 

Better Angels – this organization strives to depolarize the United States by means of training 

sessions and facilitated debates.94 Their stated reason for existing is: 

The United States is disuniting. The last presidential election only made clear what many 

have feared – that we’re becoming two Americas, each angry with the other, and neither 

trusting the other’s basic humanity and good intentions. Today Americans increasingly 

view their political opponents not only as misguided, but also as bad people whose ways 

of thinking are both dangerous and incomprehensible. This degree of civic rancor 

threatens our democracy.95 

 

This organization hosts facilitated training events – the participant mix of approximately fifteen 

people must intentionally be half conservative and half liberal. Better Angels also sponsors 

debates at schools, provides training articles, podcasts and videos. The group is receiving 

national and international press; in April 2018 the BBC published: “Crossing Divides: When a 
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Far-Left Democrat Met a Big Trump fan.”96 Just as argued by political scientist Joseph Bessette, 

Better Angels’ philosophy and conflict management approach harkens back to our United States 

Constitution. Better Angels takes it a step further and contends that E pluribus unum (Out of 

many, one), drives us to “transform” conflict in a new fashion:  

In this hardest and yet arguably most fruitful way of dealing with conflict, we try to go 

beyond polarization and beyond compromise, toward a higher synthesis that reflects 

shared values and incorporates what is valid and useful on both sides. The result is a 

creative new framing, a new place in the conversation.97 

 

 Activity is also taking place at the local and regional level: a new organization, the 

Midwest Public Work Academy and Small Cities Democracy Project, is gaining traction in 

Minnesota and Wisconsin. In November 2018, a civic revitalization symposium took place in 

Wisconsin – an event flyer calls out that the aim is to “bring together citizens across the 

conservative-liberal divide through public work.”98 99Artwork-mediated deliberation, Better 

Angels and the Midwest Public Work Academy share a commonality: the realization of 

generative energy: agency begins with an individual, develops through small groups, expands 

into communities, and strengthens governing institutions by way of culture. 
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LET’S TALK 

“All creation is the Lord’s, and we 

are responsible for the ways in 

which we use and abuse it.  

Water, air, soil, minerals, energy 

resources, plants, animal life, and 

space are to be valued and  

conserved because they are 

God’s creation and not solely 

because they are useful to  

human beings. God has granted 

us stewardship of creation. We 

should meet these stewardship 

duties through acts of loving care 

and respect." 

From Social Principles: The Natural World 

in The Book of Discipline of The United 

Methodist Church. © 2016 by The United 

Methodist Publishing House.

Contents 

 Your Forum

 Approaches

 Resources &

References

The Earth’s Limited Resources:  
How Should United Methodists React? 

The purpose of this issue guide is to provide a framework for deliberative discussions for 

Minnesota United Methodists on the tensions between economic development, climate 

change and creation care. This guide includes approaches to the topic developed from 

brainstorming sessions held with Minnesota United Methodists congregants and clergy 

Fall 2017—Winter 2018. 

Spring 2018 

Jennifer Mourin  

(Malaysian [Eurasian]) 

2011 

Mother Earth—Nourish 

In private collection in Ma-

laysia. 

Used with permission. 
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Psalm of the Woodlands 

The United Methodist Book of Worship #508 

As a  tree in the forest becomes tall reaching for the light 
 may we grow above the shadows of sin, fear, and doubt. 
As it gives shelter and shade to its friends of fur and feather, 

so my we help those brothers and sisters 
who are smaller and weaker than ourselves. 

The tree sends down roots deep into the soil 
 that it may be nourished by mother earth. 
May we be as firmly grounded by the love of Christ 

and sustained by his grace. 

If a tree falls and decays, it provides nourishment for new plants 
 and gives its place in the sun for others. 
Our Lord and Savior died to make a new life and a new place for us. 

When a tree in the forest is cut down, 
 its wood is used for shelter and fuel. 
Jesus taught that only when life is surrendered, 
 when love is poured out, 
can we build his kingdom and reflect the warmth of his Spirit. Amen. 

(MILTON VAHEY, U.S.A., 20TH CENT.) 

Forum  
covenant

Respect all views 

Try not to interrupt 

Encourage all to have an opportunity to 

speak 

Stay on track 

Allow equal time for each to speak 

Listen to stories and unexpected insights 

Be attentive to language; avoid  

inflammatory, accusatory language 

Be gracious with each other – 

don’t stereotype 

Don’t make assumptions; ask clarifying 

questions and delve deeper 

Be frank and forthcoming 

Welcome constructive tension 

Devotion 

James Thomas Watts  

(British, Birmingham 1850-1930 Liverpool) 

In a Welsh Pine Wood 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

www.metmuseum.org  
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Being a forum 
participant 

Use your experiences to 

share your reactions to 

each of the  

approaches. 

Try to identify how  

someone who supports 

this approach might  

respond. Why would they 

support this  

approach? Repeatedly 

ask ’Why’ five times. 

Drill deeper each time to 

find the root value, the 

root source of why  

someone  

identifies with this  

approach. 

Try also to use the ‘5 

Why’ technique to identify 

the root value of  

someone who  

disagrees with this  

approach. 

Why is supporting this 

approach  

advantageous? 

What are the  

disadvantages of  

supporting this approach? 

What are the costs and  

consequences of  

supporting this  

approach? 

Thomas Rowlandson 
(British, London 1757-1827 London) 

Veronica, a Breakfast Conversation 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

www.metmuseum.org 

Your Deliberation Forum 
Deliberation is an unbiased kind of talking that starts where the problem starts—
with your experience of it. It’s not a bunch of abstract backroom negotiations, but 
real, genuine, human struggles of which we are a part. 

Unlike debate, or lecture, or an airing of grievances, deliberation asks us to begin 
with what we hold most dear on a given issue. It’s not about reaching agreement 
or seeing eye-to-eye.  

We must listen to one another, explore the unbiased facts, test ideas, weigh op-
tions and balance tradeoffs to find where our various interests overlap—where 
purposes can be joined towards a shared future.  

-National Issues Forum

Your forum will be an opportunity to consider three different ap-

proaches suggested by Minnesota United Methodists on how to  

respond to the earth having limited natural resources. This issue 

guide presents these three approaches. At your forum you will 

consider how an art image of your choice reflects your own histo-

ry, values and beliefs about the earth. We will then discuss the 

three approaches and identify possible tactics.  
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Approach #1 

Turn to the Bible and our United Methodist faith 
resources 

The Bible can be interpreted in different ways and we United Methodists claim a variety of theologies. For some, 

humans hold privilege over all of creation—we are given dominion over all things. God gave us this land, we are 

sojourners. Others hold that we are one element of God’s creation: we are but dust to dust. 

Some believe we should change to a kinship Eco theology model: all beings are interconnected and interdepend-

ent. This is  

similar to St. Francis’ “brother, sun, sister moon.” Indigenous peoples frequently hold this eco-ethic. (Also related to 

Job 38-42 or the Genesis story of humans being formed from the humus of earth.) 

At the time the Bible was written 2000 years ago, we didn’t have the resource issues like we do today. In addition, 

people were connected to the land much differently than we are today. We need to consider the intent of creation 

and the Genesis creation story. Solomon had power over the waterways. How does this apply to us today? 

We need to consider Christian values. Greed and overuse of resources is not a component of being people of faith, 

we should hold sustainable values. Currently we are separated from nature; we as caretakers are not in right rela-

tionship. This is prodigal son opportunity: we have pulled away from the earth and have put our needs ahead of the 

earth and all other living things. We need to come back to earth and come back to God.  

The prophetic church needs to be “creation centered” rather than “human centered.” We are part of an intercon-

nected web best described by the biblical word “shalom.” 

We can gain hope through the story of the Ten Lepers—we need to keep the faith. 

Supporters would say 
Within the Wesleyan Quadrilateral, United Methodists define scripture as the primary source of guidance. Our Unit-

ed Methodist traditions, another quadrant of the Wesleyan Quadrilateral, call us to reflect and consider our Social 

Principles, the initiatives of United Methodist Women and the counsel of our Bishops. 

Critics would say 
The Wesleyan Quadrilateral also includes reason and experience—United Methodists should include these factors 

when determining how to react to the earth’s limited resources.  
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Tensions Within Approach 

1434/35 
(Armenian) 

Four Gospels in Armenian 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
www.metmuseum.org  

The Parable of the 
Three Shepherds  

Or 

The Tragedy of the 
Commons 

In this story the first  
shepherd butchers all his 
sheep at one time, The  

second was better at saving 
but still lost his sheep. The 

third shepherd built up his 
herd in a sustainable  

manner. The third shepherd 

then shared his sheep with 
the other two shepherds—

his actions built community. 
Together they learned to 
shepherd sustainably, to 

change pastures, to rotate 
crops.  

- University of Minnesota

Gopher Wesley students

Possible Actions 

A new parable!

 If God is in control, does God call us to take action? 

 How do we know which parts of the Bible should guide our actions? 

 How do we apply the teachings of the Bible to the modern world? 

 Biblical verses, parables and lessons can be interpreted in different ways depending 

upon your theology. How do we reconcile and use as guidance? 

 How do we apply our United Methodist Social Principles? 

 Change can be hard. How do you change someone’s theology? Is it appropriate to 

ask? 

 Hold bible study sessions on creation stewardship 

 Sponsor education sessions on the United Methodist Social Principles 

 Invite United Methodist Women to present their initiatives on Climate Jus-

tice to the congregation 
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Approach #2 

Lift up public government, shift systems & support innovation 

There is tension among people who acknowledge and deny climate change, but many believe the earth cannot sustain the 

world’s population indefinitely. Some hold that it is a myth that the earth will sustain our world population in the future—we 

need to change now. We need to dramatically change our economic models, sources of energy and aggressively phase 

out carbon-based fuels.  

Government should help guide people—top-down policies should be enacted. China does not have the same public dia-

log—their change comes from the government. Leadership can use God’s glory to govern change. Prior government initia-

tives such as the Civilian Conservation Corp and the USDA agriculture project of the 1930s should be revisited and re-

framed for today.  

In tandem, the world of work and our economy needs to change. Capitalism didn’t write the Constitution, it’s taken over but 

we need to consider sustainable capitalism. We need to focus on bringing previously disenfranchised groups opportunities 

in  

renewable energy and new technology industries. Coal miners need a GI bill. We should retrain workers for solar and wind 

jobs—take the jobs to the miners. There are businesses that need people—programs should be implemented to connect 

people to jobs.  

The public education system can support change beginning as early as pre-school. There should be school programs in 

nature: park projects, animal caretaking and geocaching. Being educated supports change. 

Farming and agriculture need a more sustainable plan. We need to develop new methods of growing food, regenerate 

soils & use holistic approaches. At the same time we need to balance the need for healthier diets with environmental sus-

tainability and avoid creating monocultures e.g. endless almond orchards. 

We need to consider the three pillars of sustainability: economic, environmental and social. We also need to consider  

Environmental Management Systems because Greener models 1) minimize long-term risk; 2) increase relationships with  

consumers, brand loyalty; 3) increase relationships with stockholders; and 4) secure resources long-term e.g. Green mod-

els of coffee production. 

Supporters would say 
It is a falsehood that change cannot happen effectively: this is a diversion from actual issues that can be resolved. Using 

the best of interdisciplinary science, policies can be created that will help us derive sustenance and resources from the 

earth now and into the future. 

Critics would say 
The demands on the earth’s resources are increasing—we are facing a population of 11 billion people. Is it possible to 

make a paradigm shift to support 11 billion people? It will be difficult to make economic and job changes as those in con-

trol of resources will need to be persuaded to change. 

Changing policies is difficult, for example agricultural. Consider the Amazon rain forest and subsistence farmers: they burn 

to farm in order to feed their families. In addition, farmers are co-reliant: a farmer may have polluted water from the factory 

upstream. What can we learn from these? 
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Tensions Within Approach 

Peter Flӧtner 

(German, Thurgau 1485-1546 

Nuremberg) 

Perspectival Drawing of a 
Column Base with Cube 

The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art 

www.metmuseum.org  

What about 

innovation?

 Michelin tire non-

rubber tire prototypes 

 Green chemistry: mini-

mize use of and  

generation of  

hazardous substances 

 Drip feed irrigation 

 Ecotechnology: fulfill 

needs with minimal 

ecological  

disruption 

 Bamboo bicycles 

 Fab Tree Hab: trees 

trained to grow into a 

house 

 Folkewall: dual 

functions of growing 

plants and purifying 

water 

 Vertical farming 

 Green computing 

Possible Actions 

 The top-priority question in any resource-use problem should be: “How will it impact 

the long-range future of the state’s ecology and subsequent impact on most vulnera-

ble resources?” 

 More than one paradigm may be true: we are confronting radical pluralism. 

 Beware of unintended consequences: in the rust belt policy was enacted without 

knowing impact. In the end it hurt their economy and a populist movement arose and 

rolled back environmental issues. Need to understand the mathematical (business) 

impact. 

 There is a tension between ‘What are American ideas’ and ‘How do all Americans 

think.’  

 Construct a detailed understanding of the relationships between the environment 

and regional, national and global economics; develop using economic (computer) 

models. 

 Start remedial activities to live with global warming (sea walls, move buildings out of 

flood plains, develop heat resistant crops, reseed the coral reefs). 

 Cluster & concentrate development, reduce roads and natural area bisections. 
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Approach #3 

Look to us as citizens, through individual and collective 
action 

John Wesley saw that the common people were being ignored and became familiar with their plight. To help, he consid-

ered how choices impact living, thus the principles of  personal accountability and social justice came into our denomina-

tion. Wesley said that we should “Do all the good you can…” Love thy neighbor is a mandate —we can’t justify harming 

others if we pollute or  

others are without. 

Individual action makes a difference: reduce consumption, create less waste, bike, follow conservation practices, choose 

the  

sustainable option. Live in a sustainable way through our choices for daily living; laity and clergy need the daily practice 

of  

sustainable living. We should increase esteem for people who chose to reuse goods rather than buy new. Live small. We 

should proclaim sustenance as a collective value, not individuals/nations taking what they want. The words “Need” and 

“Enough” need to  

championed. 

We need to revitalize the meaning of our work; we should each hold our paying jobs as full of spirit, a Lutheran concept—

to do ministry in daily life—Luther asserted that each of us is called to ministry to do God’s work. We should individually 

take this  

approach and apply this theology to living sustainably and making change. 

We also need to combine energies and efforts. The start of Methodism was enthusiasm: having a commitment to a com-

mon cause. Methodists see needs and do something e.g. Sunday schools were a precursor to public schools. We have 

UMCOR. What’s our work now in this conversation? Our role is to organize against apathy. Our role is to keep these is-

sues alive and  

increase the percentage of the population participating in appropriate action. 

We need a Second Great Awakening, a Civil Rights (Earth Rights) movement. We need to change the dialog, change the 

public narrative. 

Supporters would say 
Personal decisions make a difference: the United Methodist Church should supply actions and support. Faith based ad-

vocacy, lobbying and visioning—working for what is practical and good—is not necessarily unrealistic.  

We need to think long-term and not make short-term profit focused decisions. The earth provides us with everything: we 

need to consider not only ourselves but our grandchildren’s grandchildren. Life impacts the pristine environment—this is 

undeniable.  

Accounting for impact must be done continuously and dynamically.  
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Tensions Within Approach 

 Acknowledge our

common understanding of

God’s faithfulness 

 Discover common vision, com-

mon values,  

community needs 

 Move from despair to

action 

 Be informed, be careful

 Listen deeply -

especially of cultures not our 

own 

 Employ storytelling

 Reframe issues

 Look for win-win

opportunities

 Include all ethnicities

 Meet people affected by issue

 Learn to experience & work

through conflicts 

peaceably 

 Vote

 Focus on interests rather than

positions 

 Apply the Harvard project on

negotiation 

 Inquire compassionately

Possible Actions 

Biagio d’Antonio  

(Italian, Florentine, active by 1472-died 1516) 

The Story of Joseph 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

www.metmuseum.org 

 It may be time for a new biblical-type story, a parable, to be written about the 

need for people to give up something to get a greater benefit for and from the 

community, for and from spaceship earth. 

 Set aside personal comfort and preferences to save energy and resources. 

 Use “Just one Thing” theme already in our culture to have the church and its congre-
gants do one thing a month. Transform one home at a time.  

 Ensure all parties are at the table—need to talk with each other and make joint deci-
sions. 

 Take environmental action on “low-hanging fruit” - actions that won’t radically impact 
the economy. 

 Work with others in our workplaces to think how we can make our institutions more 
responsible on these issues. 

How? 
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APPENDIX B - LET’S TALK FACILITATOR GUIDE 
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Let’s Talk 

The Earth’s Limited Resources:  
How Should United Methodists React?

Deliberation Forum Facilitator Guide: Art Mediated 

Preparation: 

 Issue guides 

 Sheets of large paper and markers 

 Tape to adhere paper to wall 

 Agenda on large sheet of paper 

 Proposed ground rules on large sheet of paper 

 Journals for each participant 

 Art images, diverse array of 50 or more 

 Pens and pencils 

 Timers, 1minute and 10 minute (or digital timer) 

*Have participants sit facing each other, preferably at a table in a circle.
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1. Participant preparation

A. As participants enter the space, ask them to select an image that resonates with them, a

journal and a pen or pencil.

B. Offer participants the opportunity to respond to the question prompt in their journal. Let

them know that they are not required to share what they write in their journal, sharing is

optional.

C. Allow up to 10 minutes for participants to join the deliberation space and write.

2. Explain Research project—Main points

Identify the forum as part of a research project:

“You may leave at any time without any consequence to you.” 

“Please know that there are limits on my ability to protect the privacy of what you say 

in this group. While the utmost care will be taken with the scribed notes them-

selves, I do not have the authority to enlist others in this session to hold what is 

discussed in confidence.” 

3. Review agenda

 Background on deliberation 

 Set ground rules 

 Introductions 

 Deliberate on each of the approaches laid out in the issue guide 

 Develop shared tactics, optimally tactics that reach consensus agreement 

Session feedback 

Room setup

1. Large table arranged with art images

2. Table with journals. Included with each journal is the question prompt: “How does this

image reflect your own history, values and beliefs about the earth and its resources?”

Include pens and pencils at this table as well.

3. Tables arranged with chairs such that deliberation participants face each other. Place an

issue guide and consent form at each participant position.

4. Walls with 5 large pieces of paper: one for introductions, one for each approach and

one for tactics. Depending upon discussion, additional paper may also be needed.
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4. Provide background on Deliberation

A. Read “What is Deliberation?” (Amended) from National Issues Forum:

The discovery of a shared direction, guided by what we value most. 

Deliberation is an unbiased kind of talking that starts where the problem starts—with 

your experience of it. It’s not a bunch of abstract backroom negotiations, but real, 

genuine, human struggles of which we are a part. 

Unlike debate, or lecture, or an airing of grievances, deliberation asks us to begin with 

what we hold most dear on a given issue. It’s not about reaching agreement or seeing 

eye-to-eye... 

We must listen to one another, explore the unbiased facts, test ideas, weigh options 

and balance tradeoffs to find where our various interests overlap—where purposes 

can be joined towards a shared future. 

B. Explain how today’s deliberation forum will be conducted

Today we’ll be deliberating on three different approaches around the topic: The Earth’s

Limited Resources: How Should United Methodists React? The purpose is not to have a de-

bate but rather to dig underneath the topic to better understand the approaches. 

C. Explain development of the issue guide—based on brainstorming sessions held with Min-

nesota United Methodist congregants and clergy.

5. Propose the ground rules

Display rules. Ask if there are any recommended changes or additions. Amend as agreed up-

on. 

 Respect all views 

 Try not to interrupt 

 Attentive to time, brief 

 Talk from own experience 

 Stay on track 

 Listen to stories and unexpected insights 

 Be attentive to language; avoid inflammatory, accusatory language 

 Be gracious with each other – don’t stereotype 

 Do not make assumptions; ask clarifying questions and delve deeper 

 Be frank and forthcoming 

 Welcome constructive tension 
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6. Introductions

Offer everyone the opportunity to briefly introduce themselves and what brought them to

the session. Let participants know that they have the option of sharing what they wrote in 

their journals but are not required to share. 

“Say who you are and, if you’re willing, how your image reflects your own history, 

values and beliefs about the earth and its resources.” 

7. Deliberation on Approaches

I’ll be reading each of the approaches. After I finish reading, there will be 10 minutes to deliber-

ate on this viewpoint.  

 Try to identify how someone who holds this view might respond. Why would they hold this 

view? Try to ask ‘5 Whys’ to find the root value, the root source of why someone identifies 

with this viewpoint. 

 Try also to identify how someone who disagrees with this view might respond. Why would 

they hold this view? Try to ask ‘5 Whys’ to find the root value. 

 Why is agreeing with this viewpoint advantageous? 

 What are the disadvantages of holding this viewpoint? What are the costs and consequences 

of holding this view? 

Tips: 

-Talk to each other – not to me. Respond to each other’s comments.

-Everyone is encouraged to participate, but no one should dominate.

-Listening is just as important as talking.

-It’s ok to just listen.

Note one: Participants may like to have the guide open to the approach 

Note two: It may be helpful for the facilitator to stand outside of the circle while dis-

cussion is taking place. In this way, participants are more likely to address each other, not 

the facilitator. 

Begin the Deliberation. Approach One: Read the introductory paragraph, Supporters, Critics and 

Possible Actions & Tensions Within Approach. Allow 10 minutes for discussion. Proceed with the 

other Approaches allowing 10 minutes each. 
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8. Group Reflection – an open discussion on all three viewpoints

10 minutes or as time permits. Ask these questions as fit the discussion: 

 Did you identify any tensions within a viewpoint? 

 What do you see as tensions between or across viewpoints? 

 Where are the conflicts that grow out of what we’ve said about this issue? 

 Why is this issue difficult? 

 What are the ‘gray areas’? Where are things fuzzy and ambiguous? 

 Can you articulate a shared purpose or common ground that has come out from this discus-

sion? 

 How do you see that these various interests are interconnected? 

9. Develop action tactics

 What are actions or tactics for the different approaches? 

 What are actions or tactics that cut across more than one approach? 

10. Group feedback on today’s session

 What went well? 

 What are opportunities for improvement? 

 In what ways was the art helpful? 

 Did the art contribute to understanding the different approaches laid out in the issue guide? 

11. Thank group for hospitality

Reference 

 National Issues Forums Institute. “What Is Deliberation?” 2014. Accessed October 1, 2018. 

https://www.nifi.org/en/deliberation. 
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APPENDIX C - METHODOLOGY ANALYSIS 

The process of creating the issue guide and conducting forums involved the management 

of two separate projects. I intend to continue this work and develop new guides with the Annual 

Conference of the United Methodist Church. Given this, these future initiatives will benefit from 

an analysis of successes and opportunities for improvement. The reason for this analysis, the 

identification of lessons learned, is to help future projects benefit from positive outcomes and 

avoid problems and challenges. 

Lessons Learned: Brainstorming Sessions and Issue Guide Development 

I will first discuss the issue guide project and the brainstorming sessions. In order to 

create a balanced issue guide, it is important to solicit responses across a wide spectrum of 

political, philosophical and theological positions: it is important to get a wide range of ideas, 

opinions and perspectives. The reason for this is that the responses gathered during the 

brainstorming sessions will form the architecture of the guide – the guide itself is used as the 

overarching structure for discussion at forums. This diversity of opinion is important: forum 

participants should feel attuned to some extent with at least one of the primary viewpoints 

expressed in the guide.  

I led three brainstorming sessions with liberal and moderate leaning United Methodist 

groups. A fourth session was scheduled to be held at a large church with conservative and 

centrist congregants. Unfortunately this church backed out the day of the brainstorming session. 

The impact of this was that without this church, the brainstorming results were liberally skewed. 

Another comparable church was not able to hold a session until January 2018, three months later. 

My recommendation to deal with this in the future is over schedule brainstorming sessions at 

churches anticipating that if one church cancels, another option is already in place. 
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At the first brainstorming session I had participants both write and verbalize their 

responses. This technique had a mixed result. Whereas softer spoken participants had equal 

opportunity to respond to the questions with their written response, the process of asking 

participants to then also share their written responses was not successful. The impact was 

redundant responses and disengaged participants. Given this, the brainstorming facilitation 

technique was modified so that participants responded in writing to the first questions and then 

verbally responded to the last question. Overall, this technique helped ensure that all participants, 

had equal time to express their ideas. An additional positive impact was that, as responses were 

written, this detail and creativity was clearly captured for inclusion in the issue guide. My 

recommendation is to carefully consider group makeup and what type of facilitation technique 

will best draw out responses. It may be that having participants respond in writing to two and 

verbally to the remaining two questions will be the optimal facilitation mix. However, it should 

be noted that the United Methodist student group verbally answered all questions – written 

responses were not utilized. This was relatively effective but two students minimally 

participated. 

The questions utilized during brainstorming sessions were modified after the first session 

to better draw out tensions and viewpoints. The number of questions was also reduced from six 

to four. While some participants remarked that the questions were difficult, the net result was 

complex, creative responses. My recommendation is to ensure that brainstorming questions 

prompt deep thinking. In addition, carefully monitor if the questions are suitably drawing out 

answers - be open to modifying questions. 

At the brainstorming sessions, I served as both facilitator and scribe. This resulted in 

mixed success as it can be difficult to both moderate and document verbal responses. This was 
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true at the final brainstorming session where participants desired to go beyond brainstorming and 

enter into a full deliberation forum. In the future I recommend utilization of a scribe at 

brainstorming sessions. 

The guide’s format is determined from the brainstorming session responses. That 

is, in order to determine the primary viewpoints, the guide’s fundamental structure, a process of 

categorizing like responses is used. This process is called “clustering” and is similar to a business 

analyst technique known as affinity mapping. The initial clustering results were problematic in 

that the process resulted in seventeen disparate clusters. The process of reducing these to three 

distinct viewpoints was difficult. Part of the issue with clustering may be linked to the 

brainstorming questions. It may also be that with more experience conducting the clustering 

process, affinity groups will more readily appear. 

After the guide was developed based on the clustering results it was sent for review to an 

outside reviewer, Reverend Gregg Kaufman. Rev. Kaufman is conducting similar work for the 

Lutheran Church and has experience developing guides and conducting deliberation forums. His 

feedback was highly instrumental in the development of a lucid, readable issue guide. My 

recommendation is to continue to use an outside reviewer in the development of further topical 

guides. 

Lessons Learned: Deliberation Forums 

A primary issue with recruitment of participants for the deliberation forums was that 

participants did not want to commit to a session that took over 60 minutes; an effective 

deliberation takes between 75 and 90 minutes. Deliberations were held after church service – the 

result is that the deliberation sessions were contained to 75 minutes. Although providing a meal 

is one possible inducement for conducting a longer session, I am not convinced this would 
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actually have a positive impact. It may be that scheduling forums to be part of some longer civic 

training on a weekend afternoon would help participants engage for a longer period of time.  

The nature of the forums was changed from being taped to having a scribe write down 

participant responses. The benefit of this was that taping the sessions could have deterred 

participants from speaking. The shortcoming is that the scribe needed to ensure that comments 

were as fully documented as possible. For the first session, an outside scribe was used – this was 

a mixed result as I as facilitator did not know the nature of possible responses and guide her to 

write more than cursory summary notes. It was not until after the session had occurred that I 

realized how much detail was needed during scribing to accurately capture participant responses. 

In the future I recommend either conducting scribe training or both facilitating and scribing as 

was done with the second and third forums. 

At the beginning of a forum, I lead the group in a process to set ground rules: it is 

important to have participants actively engaged in the agreement of these rules as this helps 

groups self-regulate and take ownership of the forum as their own, not the work of the facilitator. 

One rule agreed upon at all three forums was that participants would be “attentive to time, brief.” 

This was not wholly successful at the first and second forums. To attend to this issue, at that third 

forum, during the setting of the ground rules, it was agreed that participants would have one 

minute to speak their point. A sand timer was used – a participant served as time keeper. This 

proved to be an effective tool to ensure equal opportunity for discussion. This group also self-

moderated and ensured that everyone at the tables had an opportunity to speak. I recommend 

continuing to use unobtrusive sand timers. 

Process Improvement Recommendations 

I recommend two process improvements to increase the use of the “Let’s Talk” guide. 
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a. Develop a 20-30 minute online facilitator training module; create an online video facilitator

training module featuring Elaine Eschenbacher, Director of Sabo Center for Democracy and

Citizenship and Harry Boyte, Senior Scholar in Public Work Philosophy. This tutorial would

be philosophical, motivational and include practical how-to elements.

b. Create a deliberation webpage hosted by the MN UMC (Minnesota Annual Conference of

the United Methodist Church). A senior staff member of the MN UMC previously supported

the addition of a deliberation page to their web site. Included on the page would be

deliberation guides, facilitator guides, facilitator training resources and links to the National

Issues Forum website and possibly the Better Angels website.
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